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Gamma-band activity in visual cortex has been implicated in several cognitive operations, like perceptual grouping and attentional selection. So far, it has been studied primarily under well-controlled visual fixation conditions and using well-controlled stimuli, like isolated bars or patches of gratings. If gamma-band activity is to subserve its purported functions outside of the laboratory, it should be present during natural viewing conditions. We recorded neuronal activity with a 252-channel electrocorticographic (ECoG) grid covering large parts of the left hemisphere of 2 macaque monkeys, while they freely viewed natural images. We found that natural viewing led to pronounced gamma-band activity in the visual cortex. In area V1, gamma-band activity during natural viewing showed a clear spectral peak indicative of oscillatory activity between 50 and 80 Hz and was highly significant for each of 65 natural images. Across the ECoG grid, gamma-band activity during natural viewing was present over most of the recorded visual cortex and absent over most remaining cortex. After saccades, the gamma peak frequency slid down to 30–40 Hz at around 80 ms post-saccade, after which the sustained 50- to 80-Hz gamma-band activity resumed. We propose that gamma-band activity plays an important role during natural viewing.
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Introduction

Neuronal gamma-band synchronization in visual cortex has been associated with several important functions, particularly perceptual grouping and selection (Eckhorn et al. 1988; Gray et al. 1989; Kreiter and Singer 1996; Livingstone 1996; Fries et al. 1997; Gail et al. 2000), attentional stimulus selection (Fries, Reynolds, et al. 2001; Bichot et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2005; Bauer et al. 2006; Womelsdorf et al. 2006; Fries et al. 2008; Buffalo et al. 2011; Bosman et al. 2012; Grothe et al. 2012), and efficient stimulus representation and signaling (Womelsdorf et al. 2007; Hoogenboom et al. 2010; Vinck et al. 2010; Womelsdorf et al. 2012; Roberts et al. 2013). All of these studies used artificial stimuli, like bars, gratings, letter-like symbols, or Bezier curves, always on uniform backgrounds.

If gamma-band synchronization plays a role in stimulus processing, perceptual grouping, or selective attention during natural viewing, it needs to be present during free viewing of natural images. So far, this has not been demonstrated, but to the contrary, several studies strongly suggest that free viewing of natural images eliminates gamma-band activity. A previous study used an interesting approach when aiming to emulate natural viewing (Kayser et al. 2003). The authors first mounted a camera onto the head of a cat and recorded movies while the cat roamed through nature. Subsequently, they presented these movies to an awake head-fixed cat and recorded neuronal activity from primary visual cortex. They report that such movies primarily induce broad-band local field potential (LFP) power increases between 100 and 200 Hz, which differ strongly from band-limited gamma (40–80 Hz) power increases that they find for grating stimuli, and rather resemble power changes that they observe when presenting pink-noise stimuli. Another recent study investigated single units and LFP in area V1 of cebus monkeys freely viewing natural images (Ito et al. 2011). These authors focus on saccade-related modulations of coincident spiking and of LFP locking. Yet, as an example, they also show a time-frequency analysis of LFP power (their Fig. 1C) and, while it reveals alpha- and beta-band modulations, there are no clear gamma-band peaks.

Other studies demonstrated that gamma-band activity is strongly reduced for grating stimuli of reduced size (Gieselmann and Thiele 2008) or for 2 gratings superimposed to form a plaid (Lima et al. 2010). Natural images often contain small and/or superimposed components and might, therefore, induce only marginal gamma-band activity. Finally, the frequency of gamma-band activity can shift by at least 25 Hz upon changes in stimulus properties like size (Gieselmann and Thiele 2008) or contrast (Ray and Maunsell 2010; Roberts et al. 2013). Therefore, natural images with their wide range of object sizes and contrasts might lead to local gamma-band activities with a wide range of frequencies, which might not summate effectively and thereby lead to merely weak and broad-band power increases.

Since an absence of gamma-band activity during free viewing of natural images would seriously question its hypothesized functions, we reinvestigated this issue. We recorded LFP from electrocorticographic (ECoG) grid electrodes covering areas V1, V4, and several additional areas of the left hemisphere in 2 macaque monkeys freely viewing natural images.

Materials and Methods

Stimuli and Behavioral Paradigm

All animal procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands. Two adult male macaque monkeys were used in this study and we will refer to them as monkey...
P and monkey A. Monkey P in this study is the same as monkey P in Bosman et al. (2012). We presented stimuli and controlled behavior with the CORTEX system. Stimuli were presented on a cathode ray tube (CRT) screen refreshing at 120 Hz noninterlaced and positioned such that 32 pixels corresponded to 1° of visual angle.

The monkeys were trained to perform different tasks, while having their head fixed. For the data reported in this study, monkeys were required to fixate for 0.65 s on a fixation point (0.12 by 0.12° black square) centered on a gray background, after which a natural image was presented, which was again centered on the background screen. Grayscale images were shown for 3.5–6 s (flat random distribution), and color images for 1.5 s. Once the image had appeared on the screen, the monkey could view it freely. If the monkey kept its gaze on the image as long as it was presented, it was given a juice reward after stimulus offset. Because this task was very easy for the monkeys, almost every trial was rewarded. We used 49 grayscale images and 16 color images, with grayscale and color images presented in separate sessions. Grayscale images subtended 16-by-16°, and color images 18.5-by-18.5°. Each grayscale image was presented for an average of 15 trials, and each color image for an average of 22 trials. Eye position was recorded with an infrared camera system (Thomas Recording ET-49B system) at a sampling rate of 230 Hz.

**Data Acquisition**

The monkeys were implanted with ECoG grid electrodes, consisting of 252 subdural electrodes distributed across several superficial areas (Rubehn et al. 2009; Bosman et al. 2012). Unless stated otherwise, we selected electrodes over V1 and V4 that were strongly driven by stimuli within the central 4° of eccentricity. Due to placement of the ECoG grid onto the dorsal parts of V1 and V4 in the left hemisphere, receptive fields were in the lower right visual quadrant. Correspondingly, we accepted analysis epochs when the gaze of the monkey was at least 4° away from the lower and the right border of the natural image for at least 90% of the epoch duration. This ensured that the responses of the recorded sites were due to the natural image rather than the screen background. In monkey P (monkey A), we used 43 (42) electrodes on V1 and 16 (14) on V4. Those electrodes are highlighted as large, colored dots in Figure 1. The assignment of electrodes to visual areas was based on intraoperative photographs and brain atlases, and used primarily sulcal landmarks. For most of the electrodes, the area assignment was unequivocal. Yet, some of the most anterior electrodes assigned to V1 might as well be over V2, and the most lateral electrodes assigned to V4 might as well be over the temporal-occipital area (TEO). Exclusion of those electrodes left the results qualitatively unchanged.

Electrophysiological signals were impedance buffered and amplified 20 times through eight 32-channel headstages (Plexon Headstage 32 V-G20). They were then low-pass filtered at 8 kHz and digitized at roughly 32 kHz (Neuralynx Digital Lynx 256 channel system). Monkey P was recorded also while performing a selective visual attention task. Results from those recordings have been published along with more information on the typical receptive fields obtained with the ECoG electrodes (Bosman et al. 2012).

**Data Analysis and Statistical Testing**

All analyses were done in Matlab (The MathWorks), and using the FieldTrip open source Matlab toolbox (http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl/) (Oostenveld et al. 2011). Signals were low-pass filtered at 250 Hz and downsamples to 1 kHz. During recordings, the signal from each electrode was differentia ted against a common reference and we refer to this signal as the unipolar LFP. Offline, signals from pairs of immediately neighboring electrodes were subtracted from each other to remove the common recording reference, and we refer to this bipolar derivation as a "site" and to the resulting signal as a bipolar or locally differentiated LFP or just as LFP. Power-line artifacts were removed by subtracting the discrete Fourier transforms at 50 and 100 Hz.

We performed frequency-resolved, that is, spectral, analyses of LFP power. For Figures 2–4, we limited data selection and processing to the absolute minimum. In Figure 2B, the analysis covered 20–140 Hz in steps of 2 Hz, using for each frequency an epoch length of 4 cycles. The resulting epochs were Hanning tapered and Fourier transformed. Figure 2C is based on 3 slightly overlapping 0.5 s epochs, multitapered with 8 tapers (Mitra and Pesaran 1999) to achieve an ±8-Hz spectral smoothing. Figures 3 and 4 are based on all nonoverlapping 0.5 s epochs from 0.3 s after stimulus onset until stimulus offset, during which the receptive fields (RFs) remained on the image (see above for details), compared with a 0.5-s prestimulus baseline. Those epochs were Hanning tapered and Fourier transformed. For Figure 5, we aimed at focusing on the effect of visual processing during free viewing, rather than the effects of saccades. Therefore, we selected all 0.25 s epochs that started 0.125 s after a saccade and did not include the following saccade. Those epochs were Hanning tapered. Saccades were defined as follows: The vertical and horizontal eye position traces were low-pass filtered at 50 Hz, differentiated to obtain vertical and horizontal eye velocity, and combined to obtain overall eye speed. Eye speeds of >40°/s were considered saccades. The time of the saccade was defined as the moment of peak saccade velocity. Saccades following other saccades within <20 ms were discarded. In Figure 6, we investigated the dynamics of spectral power around the time of a
saccade. For this analysis, we selected epochs from 0.2 s before saccades until 0.3 s after the saccade, during which the RFs were on the image (see above for details). The subsequent time–frequency analysis was the same as in Figure 2E, that is, using 4 cycles per frequency, Hannig tapered. For Figure 6, we selected those V1 and V4 sites that showed the top third (V1) and top half (V4) gamma-band power increases during natural viewing. The gamma-frequency band was defined as 50–80 Hz in both monkeys. Where power during free viewing of natural images was normalized by power during the prestimulus baseline, the respective power values were first averaged across trials, separately for the 2 epochs, before normalization.

Results

Figure 2A shows an example raw, unipolar LFP trace of one electrode in area V1 recorded while monkey P explored a photograph of 2 oranges. The stimulus replaced the fixation point at time zero and, within <100 ms, the LFP was dominated by strongly rhythmic gamma-band oscillations. These LFP data were only filtered broadly, between 1 and 250 Hz. The time–frequency analysis of absolute power (Fig. 2B) shows that the gamma-band activity was band-limited with a peak between 50 and 80 Hz and largely sustained, with interruptions after saccades, as will be investigated in more detail later. Gamma-band activity was much weaker though not absent before stimulus onset. Figure 2C shows the change in spectral power during natural viewing when compared with the baseline, documenting a prominent gamma-band peak. Figure 2D–F shows the same example trial for a locally differentiated (i.e., bipolar) LFP, demonstrating that the gamma-band response in this signal was very similar to the unipolar LFP.

Among all images, the oranges induced the strongest gamma-band oscillations. Yet, clear gamma-band peaks could be seen in the power change spectra for all of the images and across most of the sites in V1 and V4. To document that gamma-band activity during free viewing of natural images was robust, we show 1) spectra averaged over V1 sites, separately for 24 example images (Fig. 3), 2) distributions of gamma power changes averaged over V1 sites and, corresponding P-values, separately for all images (Fig. 4), 3) spectra averaged over all images, separately for example V1, V4, and nonvisual sites (Fig. 5), 4) topographies of gamma power changes (and corresponding t-values) averaged over all images, characterizing gamma activity for each site across the ECoG grid (Fig. 5).

Figure 3 shows the power change spectra averaged over all sites in area V1, separately for the 2 monkeys (monkey P: red and monkey A: blue), for 12 grayscale and 12 color images. All power change spectra show a clear gamma-band peak. Figure 4 documents the corresponding peak gamma power changes across all natural images and demonstrates that each image individually induced a highly significant gamma power enhancement. Also, for each image, power enhancements during natural viewing compared with prestimulus baseline (i.e., log10(power during natural viewing/power during prestimulus baseline)) were significantly stronger in the gamma-frequency band (50–80 Hz) when compared with a 150- to 200-Hz band (largest P-value was 0.0007, paired t-test across trials), indicating that
Gamma power enhancements are most likely not due to broad-band power enhancements as have been found in other ECoG recordings (Miller et al. 2009).

Figure 5A shows, for an example V1 site in monkey P, the power change spectrum averaged over all images. Figure 5B shows a very similar gamma-band peak in an example site from area V4. In contrast, 2 example sites in parietal and frontal cortex did not show enhanced gamma-band activity during natural viewing (Fig. 5C,D). Figure 5E shows gamma-band power changes, and Figure 5F the corresponding t-values [comparing log(power) between natural viewing and baseline] across all sites in the ECoG grid. The topographies reveal enhanced gamma-band power primarily in early-to-intermediate visual cortex covered by the subdural grid, that is, areas V1, V2, V4, and TEO. Notably, outside the visual areas, natural viewing slightly reduced gamma-band power when compared with baseline. Figure 5G–L confirms these results in monkey A.

Figure 2B had suggested that saccades interrupt ongoing gamma-band oscillations. To investigate this further, Figure 6 shows time–frequency analyses aligned to saccades. In both monkeys and in both areas V1 and V4, the sustained presaccade gamma activity with peak power at frequencies of >50 Hz was, after the saccade, replaced by gamma with peak power at a frequency that slid downwards until a frequency of approximately 30–40 Hz was reached (Fig. 6A,B,G,H). This 30- to 40-Hz activity peaked at a post-saccadic latency of 76 ms in V1 and 89 ms in V4 (Table 1, upper part). After this, sustained gamma re-established at the typical frequency band. The post-saccadic 30- to 40-Hz activity co-occurred in time with a peak in the event-related potential (ERP; Fig. 6C,D,I,J; Table 1, middle part). The time–frequency analysis of the ERP (Fig. 6E, F,K,L; Table 1, lower part) showed that the saccade-aligned ERP accounted for only a small fraction of the 30- to 40-Hz activity.

Discussion
We found strong, sustained, and band-limited gamma-band activity in the visual cortex of 2 macaque monkeys during free viewing of natural images. In area V1, this gamma-band activity was present for all natural images tested. Enhanced gamma-band activity during natural viewing occurred over...
most of the recorded visual cortex, while it was largely absent over other regions. After saccades, the sustained gamma-band activity of 50–80 Hz was replaced by gamma-band activity with a peak frequency that slid downwards until a frequency of approximately 30–40 Hz was reached at around 80 ms postsaccade. Thereafter gamma-band activity was re-established at the higher frequency.

The strongest gamma-band increases occurred in both monkeys for the orange and the banana photograph. Those fruits were given to the monkeys regularly in their home cage. Thus, the particularly strong gamma-band activity might be due to the familiarity and/or the appetitive character of these stimuli. Future experiments will need to test those predictions directly.

We found gamma-band activity during natural viewing with LFP recordings from an ECoG grid, rather than, for example, with single-unit spike recordings. While this does not allow us to demonstrate gamma-band synchronization in spike trains directly, it is very likely that also the spikes showed gamma-band rhythms. The LFP recordings reflect mainly synaptic currents and the resulting membrane potential fluctuations (Mitzdorf 1985). These synaptic activities, in turn, result from spiking activity, mostly from nearby cortical neurons. Simultaneous recordings of spikes and LFPs have documented that gamma-band power enhancements are typically accompanied by gamma-band, spike-field coherence (Fries, Reynolds, et al. 2001; Fries, Schröder, et al. 2001; Fries et al. 2002, 2008; Pesaran et al. 2002; Womelsdorf et al. 2006; Bosman et al. 2009), suggesting that the spikes are directly related to the population rhythm.

A previous study had investigated visual cortical responses to natural scenes, using recordings from awake cat area 18, while the animals were presented with natural movies (Kayser et al. 2003). These movies induced activity that did not differ significantly from activity induced by visual pink noise, but it did differ strongly from gamma-band activity induced by gratings. We think that the discrepancy to our study is due to their use of a particular type of movies. As stated in that study, “these [movies] were recorded from a camera mounted to a cat’s head while the animal was exploring different local environments such as forests and meadows […].” The motion of the cat’s head and the mounted camera resulted in strong and frequent movements of the entire image. It has been shown previously that such strong image motion transients lead to stimulus-locked LFP components, which replace the stimulus-induced, gamma-band response (Kruse and Eckhorn 1996). Kruse and Eckhorn had also investigated activity in cat primary visual cortex. When they presented smoothly moving stimuli, this induced gamma-band oscillations. In contrast, when they superimposed onto the smooth stimulus movement dynamically changing accelerations, gamma-band oscillations were replaced by stimulus-locked response components. Thus, when visual stimuli are static or moving smoothly, visual cortex generates neuronal synchronization rhythmically in the
gamma-frequency band (Friedman-Hill et al. 2000); when the visual input entails unpredictable transients, neurons temporarily synchronize to these stimulus transients (Kruse and Eckhorn 1996). Since synchronization is most likely crucial for the successful communication to postsynaptic targets (Fries 2009), the intrinsically generated neuronal gamma-band synchronization to stimuli without transients is likely subserving their continued signaling, and the externally triggered neuronal synchronization to stimulus transients likely subserves the signaling of salient events in the visually observed world. Typically, such salient events are the appearance or the motion onset of an object within the visual field. Rarely is there a motion transient in our entire visual input due to motion of the entire visual world around us. In contrast, in the movies of Kayser et al., the motion transients regularly affected the entire visual field, as they were generated by movements of the camera mounted on the head of a cat, and they occurred very frequently if not continuously. This condition differs crucially from natural viewing. We note that, during natural viewing, motion transients of the entire visual field do occur, mostly due to saccades. Yet, those transients are generated by the visual system itself and are therefore dealt with in a different way, as is obvious from our perceptual experience. Visual motion transients due to our own eye movements (or body movements) are, in healthy subjects, not experienced as movements of the external world. In contrast, the motion transients in the movies of Kayser et al. are experienced as strong and frequent movements of the entire external world.

Another previous study used actual free viewing of natural images, like in our study, and recorded neuronal activity from area 17 of cebus monkeys (Ito et al. 2011). This study finds that “LFP modulations in the beta frequency range are initiated in V1 with the beginning of saccades,” and that “this signal appears to modulate the timing of the onset of visually evoked spiking activity during fixations, leading to a locking of these first spikes to a specific phase of the LFP modulation.” The authors compare their finding directly to those of Bosman et al. (2009), particularly with regard to the presence of gamma-band activity in the Bosman et al. study and the lack of it in their study. They suggest that the absence of gamma in their study might be a genuine consequence of the free viewing of natural images, whereas the presence of gamma in the Bosman et al. study might be due to stimulation with high contrast gratings and to fixation with attention to a peripheral target. Our current study shows that, also during free viewing of natural images, strong gamma-band activity is present in early and intermediate visual cortices. It could be argued that one reason for this discrepancy is our use of rhesus monkeys, while Ito et al. used cebus monkeys. However, we think that

Figure 5. Power change spectra averaged across all natural images for 4 example sites in both monkeys. (A–D) Spectra of power change (±1 SEM) during free viewing, when compared with baseline, averaged across all natural images, for the example sites indicated in (E). (F) Topographical distribution of gamma-band power changes. (G–L) Same analyses as in (A–F), but for monkey A. The gamma-band was defined as 50–80 Hz in both monkeys. All analyses shown in this figure use fixation periods in between saccades (see Methods for details). LuS: lunate sulcus; STS: superior temporal sulcus; AS: arcuate sulcus; CS: central sulcus; IPS: intraparietal sulcus.
this species difference is very unlikely to cause the difference, because gamma-band activity has been described across many species, including mouse (Nase et al. 2003) and human (Hoonenberg et al. 2006, 2010), that is, species separated much farther than cebus and rhesus monkeys. Rather, the predominance of beta-band (13–16 Hz) activity in the Ito et al. study might be due to recordings from deep cortical layers. The paper does not specify the laminar origin of the signals, yet another recent study in monkey area V1 demonstrated stimulus-induced 6- to 16-Hz activity to predominate in deep layers (Buffalo et al. 2011), while superficial layers show gamma. The present study used ECoG electrodes placed on the cortical surface. The ECoG signal most likely results from the currents flowing in the tissue under the ECoG electrode. While this signal does not allow to attribute the recorded neuronal currents to particular layers, it is certainly reflecting also the superficial layers, where gamma-band activity is particularly strong (Maier et al. 2010; Buffalo et al. 2011; Xing et al. 2012).
The results described here suggest that gamma-band synchronization is present generally in the visual cortex during natural viewing. This is of great importance for proposals suggesting functional roles for gamma-band synchronization (Singer and Gray 1995; Engel et al. 2001; Fries 2009). Our results suggest that those proposals do not only apply to artificial laboratory conditions, but that they apply also to natural viewing. Future studies will need to test those proposals directly under natural viewing conditions. Combining natural viewing with proper operationalization of the investigated cognitive functions and simultaneously with proper control of basic stimulation conditions will be a challenge.
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